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Communication and Language

Listening carefully to a story - responding 
with relevant comments and questions

Jasper's Beanstalk

'The Enormous turnip' - Talk for Writing

Develop our own narratives - changing the 
story of the enormous turnip. 

Asking and answering each others questions 
when collecting information for tally charts.

Wow words - extending our vocabulary.

Physical Development

Gross motor skills: Wake and Shake - moving 
confidently in a range of ways. 

Handwriting

Health & Self care

Looking after ourselves - knowing the importance 
of healthy food and exercise.

Keeping safe

Children to join in a mile run as part of 
understanding exercise.

Literacy

Read Write Inc. 

Jasper's Beanstalk

The Enormous turnip - Talk for Writing

Make up our own stories by making changes to the 
enormous turnip.

World book day - 2nd March

Write simples stories - children to use their phonic 
knowledge to write simple sentences and use a story 

mountain to create simple stories.

Expressive Arts and Design

Garden centre roleplay - developing a 
narrative with our friends. 

Mothers day bracelet - creates with 
purpose in mind using a range of materials.

St Davids daffodils - observational 
painting

Easter cards & baskets

Learning Spring songs

Understanding the World

living & non-living

Parts of a plant

Growing our own vegetables and plants - children can 
explain why some things occur and talk about 

changes.

Mothers day - joining in with family customs and 
routines. 

ICT: Create bar charts using 2simple computer 
software.

programmable toys

Mathematics

Recognising and ordering numbers to 20 and beyond. 

Counting  forwards and backwards to 20 and beyond.

Counting in 5's and 10's. 

Adding and subtracting 2 single digit numbers - one 
more and one less. 

Estimating objects and counting to check - seeds

Ordering objects by weight and capacity

Symmetrical  patterns - Easter eggs.

Doubling, halving and sharing with Easter eggs.

Tally charts / bar charts - 'my favourite Easter egg'

Shape Easter baskets.

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

Working as part of a group to grow vegetables -
taking care of ourselves and living things.

Solving conflicts using our words. 

Working as a class organise an activity for 
collecting information taking into account others 

ideas.

Behaviour: Rules and routines

 

As well as working from 

this medium term 

planning we will plan for 

and from the children’s 

interests throughout the 

half-term.  


